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1MHQDS OF EVAltfATIUG QtJALITY OF 
MBSMXL STHA1BEHRIES FOR MAHUFACfUBE 

JMTRQDUCTIOSSr. 

This research is an attempt to find improved methods 

of analysis and grading of berry products with a view to 

getting them accepted more readily for re*manufacture# In 

order to feel more assurance in the selection of the right 

material for the production of end-products, food manufaet* 

urers need more valid methods for the evaluation of quality. 

The berries considered in this report represent the 

bulk of the strawberry" pack put up in the Pacific Uorth* 

west in I949* I'he Sarshall variety was chosen because it 

is a variety which was grown almost exclusively at that 

time in this region* 

At present the estimation of quality in frozen berries 

is based almost entirely upon the official Production and 

Marketing Administration (PHA) grades* These methods are 

speedy but they depend so much on personal judgment that 

they are not free f3?om disagreeuent. They are based large- 

ly upon those outt?ard physical characteristics of berries 

which are readily recognized by the ultimate consumer. 

They are far removed from evaluating the condition of the 

berries for a manufacturer's particular needs. 

Manufacturers also like to know the stage of maturity 

of the frozen berries which they are buying. The PMA 

grading does not offer to put any measure on the state of 
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maturity. Preserve makers try to get fruit which will 

stay whole and which will retain its bright color', xirhile 

makers of ice cream like thoir colors to be darker and they 

do not look fof wholeness-*. 

Again the PMA grading does .not indicate sogginess of 

the interior flesh, a factor which accompanies wet growing 

conditions'. This sogginess is hard to sight-grade accurate- 

ly in frozen berries even when they are sliced. Lack of 

brightness} lack of firmness, and lack of flavor are assoe* 

iated with sogginess and they are readily detected by the 

person eating such strawberries* These faults are strongly 

detrimental in a preserve, 

Factors which the PM does not rate at all are water 

dilution, dirt, minute insects, and mold* Ho tolerances 

for any of these defects have been set up, probably due to 

the Federal law which classifies them as adulterants and 

can forbid interstate shipment of any pack proved to contain 

any of them» Each of these four adulterants is present in 

every pack, one or more of them in every sample^ lashing 

is bound to add a film of water to each berry to adulterate 

the pack'* Dirt will always be found on products growing so 

close to the ground. Mud is hard to remove by mechanical 

means and on strawberry surfaces it usually escapes detec" 

tlon by an inspection crew, Tiny, almost invisible, 

insects which do not wash or shake off can be found in every 

pack of berries. Bold can also be detected in every 
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coramefeial batch* Experience has shown that th© greater 

the build*up of mold visible before processing the higher 

the count seen under the microscope afterwards. 

The object of this paper is to indicate speedy ways 

of evaluating cheiaical and physical properties, perhaps 

some of the more adaptable methods for the points already 

mentioned, and to put numerical limits on them* 
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REVIE17 OF THE LITERATURE 

Published reports on tests and analyses of fruit pro- 

ducts began to appear back in the nineteenth centary9 many 

of them being intended to aid in detecting fraud.  Many of 

the early methods reported in the United States were intro- 

duced from Europe., mainly from France 'and Germany,  These 

\7ere noted in American publications mostly at the turn of 

the century when B. J. Howard (28, 40) and k«  L. Winton (71) 

began evaluating and initiating tests to provide a basis 

for the standards which were being contemplated for foods 

at that time. 

Chemical Analgjes 

Sugars have been recommended in many of the suggestions 

for checking qualityf in the early years most workers advo- 

cated analytical determinations (11, 15, 16, 38$ 48# 53)* 

Inasmuch as the analytical methods for reducing and total 

sugars demand skill and considerable time from the analyst 

(23* 59)i  there has recently developed a trend towards the 

indirect methods such as specific gravity, as advocated by 

Hinton and lacar© (24) and the us© of the refraetometer by 

Jessep (31)•  TOLllberg (6?) ignored the sugar determination 

in his proposals, while Pien (46) does not agree that a 

factor as open to easy fraud as is sugar can serve as a re- 

liable test of purity. 

Schuphan (55) found that sugar in strawberries varies 



directly witti the advane© In maturity and that under the 

same conditions it varies inversely with total acidity* 

Similarly Investigators discovered a diroct relationship 

between sugar content and sunshine in contrast to cloudy 

weather (379 55)* and between sugar and color (7), 

Tfo© work of Klmbrough (33) and Sehuphan (55) and 

earlier workers has suggested that there is an inverse 

relationship between sugar and tltratable acidity, but 

this has not been substantiated by Robinson et al. (51)9 

and Gulpepper (8). Yao (70) who xias using the saaie material 

as x?as worked upon in this project, found a high ratio of 

total sugar t© tltratable acid. Such a wide discrepancy 

might b© due to sampling procedures such as would occur if 

Sehuphan and Klmbrough had obtained their material from a 

single growing plot and during a period when weather did 

not vary greatly, conditions which are the opposite to those 

which affected these samples.  In this series of ours, 

soluble solids which represent the total sugar according 

to -Yao (70) did not appear to be dependent upon maturity, 

nor, la general, did these readings reveal a consistent 

pattern with tltratable acidity. Bollinger (2, 3) could 

not find an explanation for the variations which were 

occurring between coworkers who were measuring parts of 

the same sample. 

Guillaum© and Miehon (15) as well as Pien (46) recog* 

nlga that they must do extensive work with many 
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supplementary analyses and over many seasons to establish 

reliable data on the normal composition of any fruit* 

Acidity values, either total acidity or free acidity 

or bothj have frequently been included in making up tests* 

Many workers (8? 119 159 24, 389 51, 53? 64, 6?) have sug* 

gested them In their lists of favored tests# for each of 

these types of acidity the official USM tests* and those 

of others when based upon titration readings (3.5 52)9 are 

sofiaxihat too complicated for speed (2, 3). There is disa- 

greement over interpreting these two acid readings with 

each other, Hinton and Maeara (24, 38) indicated that 

there is a reliable relationship between thenis but others 

have since found them not well correlated due to an unpre- 

dictable buffering ©ffec't of fruit juices (8, 459 51). 

Prltzker (48)9 who  developed a broad list of chemical 

tests for fruit juices9 omitted any for acidity, 

Alcohol content tfas a factor which Pritzker (48, 49) 

toice suggested analyzing for9 but the use of this test has 

not appeared in British or American works, perhaps due to 

the delicacy of the process» Recent procedures used for 

this analysis again are not speedy or simplified (47). 

IJater as an adulterant Is a frequent target for the 

research of European workers (I69 49, 62, 67), Where Mini- 

mum values of chemical constituents are usable as a basis 

for detecting dilution British and French workers (l^j 38, 

46) achieve similar results by analyzing for insoluble. 
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solids, ash, and for the constituents of ash.  Halverson 

■(17) revieued the methods usod in this country for detecting 

rates? and showed that they af© based upon this •minimua 

value' principle*  to ingenious chemical test (63) fof 

water in grape products is known in Franc®, and soaeday 

its principle might come into use hei^e applied to other 

fruit products.  It is based upon th© theory that grape 

juice is saturated with tartarie acid and that any pro- 

portion of less than full saturation must represent di- 

lution.  It tjas first adopted in France in 1914 and was 

advocated for use in the United States at a later date. 

This principle TOS applied to berries in 1926 by Villiers 

(64) who used a citric acid determination, and by Hartmann 

for adulteration of grape Juice (21)•  ^here is also a 

color check for adulteration with water, and it also de* 

pends on a principle of saturation (36). 

The deterfflination of the total ash content (15, 40, 

46, 48, 539 6?) has been used as an indirect cheek upon 

dilution and adulteration.  Some investigators have pointed 

out that the particular values for elements such as pstassl* 

ua, phosphorus, and calcium, which can foe obtained from ash, 

are less subject to fraud than are most ingredients (53)* 

fillberg (6?) ©lso wanted to have the total alkalinity 

known for the ash. Sale (53) has  advocated, too, that 

total ash, l[20> ?h205» ®n^ insoluble solids^ taken col- 

lectively are a good criterion for the fruit content of 
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jam. Ash readings^ haw©^©^, ar© not found in Hinton and 

Macara's (24) summary of methods which appeared two years 

later.       „ 

Still other basQs for standards have be©n suggested. 

They lead one to believe that ther© are many ways of check- 

ing upon quality and adulteration and to suspect that some 

of them are the pets of thiair advocates* Pee tie acid and 

lead numbers have been used by Hinton and laeara ■(24," 38) 

for tests on Jam fruits*  These workers had found that lead 

numbers correlated irell with the percent of total acid'. 

Willberg (6?) has suggested nitrogen compounds* Deaortier 

ot al. (11) have used tannin determinations as well as tests 

for specific acids such as malic and tartarie. Alcohol in* 

soluble solids is a time-consuming test and yet it has been 

advocated by Guillaume and Hichon (15)* All these pro- 

cedures demand considerable skill and special equipment 

which may not be available in many commercial plants. 

Some of the research..workers <6f 13* 39? %?  53) have 

accumulated ascorbic acid data which taay give hints on the 

time of storage*  These data are not advocated seriously 

by those setting up standardsj though, due to the vari- 

ability of readings which occur in fresh fruit during a 

season and from season to season as vi&ll  as that caused by 

differences in regions (7$ 18» 33 ? 479 519 55$ 58K. 
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Many suggestions (12, 24, 38, 43, 46, 49, 51> ?3) for 

physical examination of fruit have been based upon the 

juiced, comminuted, ©r pursed foym, and many of these ideas 

have been applied commerqially to tomato products already. 

kn  estimation of the total solids is frequently x^anted 

by some workers (44, 46) but others went results only on 

the insoluble part of the solids (38, 40) pointing out a 

correlation between insoluble and total solids. Culpepper 

et al» (8) did not find this relation reliable, however. 

From an early date experimenters (63g 64) have accumulated 

knowledge on solids in Jam and wine, and recently in 

tomato purees...  Many methods ara reeommended for determine 

ning soluble solids in fruit products? by analytical 

procedures (11, 16, 43) and by the refractometer (5, 12, 

17» 24, 31)* 

Talon (62),, in detersiining the water content of fruit 

products, tried both analytical and physical methods* Some 

analysts (16, 35) have come forward with methods of their . 

ovn for finding the soluble solids, usually involving much 

detailed technique., falon has reviewed many of these 

methods, especially the procedures for removing water.  He 

tried different ways of evaporating water, such as using 

vacuum and H2SO4, and then compared his analytical results 

with the readings obtained from the refractometer..  He 

found that he could infer and project the amount of total 
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solids from such readings* Homer (27) reviewed methods 

for determining the total solids of a tomato puree by 

direct evaporation, distillation, chemical drying and 

physical fjyoperfcie^** U&  discarded all such ways as in- 

accurate and cumbersome" and finally concluded, "In viexv of 

the wide variation in the results obtained by different 

methods, a standard procedure based on the determination 

of refractive index is recommended." This method is now 

recommended by the United States Department of Agriculture 

on grounds of siaplieity in face of the awkward drying 

tests (43)* These were almost the same conclusions as those 

of Talon (62)- after his series of tests on jellieSo 

Density as a factor in judging quality has been sup- 

ported by same (Xl, 15) but it is objected to by Hadorn 

(16) on.the grounds that it is not a reliable indication 

of soluble solids. Firmness, as measured by the pene* 

troaeter TOS found to run too variably within samples (6). 

Becently Kamer and Jansen (32) found a speedy way to 

measure specific gravity of a pure© by using only a column 

of standardized solution of non-raiscibl© liquid and a call* 

brated dropping pipette* No attempt mas made to follow 

this up in the project given here. 

Consistency has apparently not been offered as a 

factor for grade in fruit products other than in jao (14) 

although it is included in the evaluation of some canned 

vegetables such as pumpkin and sweet corn. Instead, 
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viscosity is the measure generally used on fruit products 

(15, 34).  Davis (10) reports on a falling-ball measurement 

of viscosity to detect water in honey.  Hoppler (26) points 

out anomalies which occur in the viscosity of a sugar-acid 

product under storage. 

Objective methods are available for rating the color 

of fruit samples or for comparing different samples of the 

same kind of fruit (51, 57). Until recent years it has 

only been the lack of handy physical tools which has ac- 

counted for this measurement being by-passed. Kartman (22) 

used a chemical test by titrating for color along with 

tanln,  but present equipment is non-chemical, accurate and 

fast. No reference has been found showing discrimination 

against color values except that of Pien (46), who sug- 

gested the issue of possible fraud due to adulteration. 

Sondheimer and Kertesz (60) have emphasized that anth&o- 

cyanin pigments are responsible for much of the color in 

strawberries and in addition that the color intensity depends 

upon free acidity. They extracted the anthocyanin pigments 

with aqueous (60) and ethyl alcohol (61) solutions. When 

they examined the pigment analytically they found correlar 

tions between changes in wavelength due to deterioration- 

such as oxidation or loss of flavor. 

Much of the literature dealing with the color rating 

of anthocyanin in fruit has appeared in very recent years, 

fieattie et al. (4) have observed that all fruits change 
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color and flavor in storage, the speed of the change 

increasing with temperature am! with the aee<=»ssiWH.ty trP 

air. Shah (57)  usod the sam© samples which are yarr*■+,$$ 

upon In this paper as he compared tyays of statins o-b-i^c^^ve- 

ly the color of strawberries, fang. (&9)  »S€!d the stJ^etro- 

photosmter in an atttsupt to distinguish between mv®  ^nHt 

^wiees and mixtures of ,1uic.©s and did not have mwch succflss. 

Th© first data on foreign Material in BOT^® ©rlnter?' In 

this eotmtry appear to b® contemporary with ^inton's first 

textbooks on food analysis^ about 1^00. After the manner 

of European analysts Winton illustrated his work with 

aierodrawings revealing the characteristic structural 

features of th© true product and of th© lively ^©reS^n 

materials and adulterants. In 190?, Howard (28) comaentad 

on this as a "nearly, new idta". Since that period micro- 

detection has gradually lost favor In the United States; 

but it is still in good favor in Franc® and Germany where, 

when chemical analysis fails, th© Biieroscop© is elaimed to 

be ths only certain detector of som© forms of adulteration. 

Right up to recent years litsratur© has appeared in this 

country carrying pk©t©®lc2?©g^aphi of insect and vegetable 

structures as a means of identifying them on final 

analysis. 

The official AOAC Methods (1, pp.699*702) of d@tOT- 

mining quantities of extraneous matter and filth form th® 

background of all the present ways of checking purses* 
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The ?lildaan method (17, 19) is the basic one for finding 

inseet fragments.  In 1932 Wildman reported upon the us© 

of his flask technique with a gasoline separation layer in 

place of oil for berries and for similar fibor-containing 

products such as cereals and fig-paste* In 1937 Howard 

(29) was relying upon this principle for detecting insect 

fragsaents in tomato products* In that y©ar Wilder and 

Joslyn (65) introduced a separatory funnel method to sup- 

plement the original flask,, for they had found that by 

running the gasoline layer from a funnel directly onto a 

filter paper they could cut dotjn the time of preparing a 

mount from 20 or 30 minutes to 5 or 10 minutes,. Harrison 

in that year wrote about its commercial application (20)« 

In 194^9 Hodges (25) compared several methods for 

insect detection in figs and decided that flotation with 

gasoline was the best and i^as superior to the official 

method (1, p«699) of the day* Since 1945.the Official 

Referee (42) has been recommending that methods for de- 

tecting extraneous matter in fruits be given collaborative 

studies, 

JfeldL&BBt, 

Methods for detecting and estimating mold and 

micro-organisas in certain foodstuffs war© TOII developed 

by Howard before 1907 (28)-* H©re again toaato products 

came in for the main "Study* For a long tin© examinations 

contained counts on yeasts and bacteria as v@ll  as mold 
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until a correlation w&s established linking the three to- 

gether <9j 309 41)* Eold is taken alon® in commercial 

praetic© today* 

Darling (9) noted that the Howard mold counts in 

.puree saea^s did not always giv© results comparable to 

those in tm-mashed products due to the breaking-up of th@ 

Hold clumps. H© deeidod that a modification of the regular 

Howard test was  naeded. He:©dham and Fellers (41) applied 

the method to berries and vmnt  on to offer count figures 

which represented known proportions of moldy berries which 

had been added. 
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PBOCEDUBB. 

During the 19^9 packing season berry plants we*e 

visited in Oregon and Washington*' Conditions within the   * -• 

plants were noted? especially the equipment and its layout, 

the rate of flow of fruit o^er the line, and th© number of 

employees doing inspection work* Faults were recorded 

such as the crowding of berries on the belt, and any 

spreading-out of processing time, • 

Hotes xirer^ recorded about the weather throughout this 

period and remarks made on how weather had affected the 

field quality of the strawberries« In this way the observer 

tried to account for those samples which carried more mi$ 

than usualj for moldiness in some ."samples, and for aajor 

variations in ripeness* Most of the plants were visited 

frequently betwden the tiiaes when the samples -were gathered* 

A sample, of about 1 lb. of strawberries Tjas caught as 

it rolled off th© end of the processing belt before it was 

sugared* Whatever water was being carried into the con- 

tainer was considered part of. the sanple* Sh© sample box 

was a lidded, lily-cup type container on tyhieh was written 

the naae of the firm, the date, and any special features 

known for that pack such as th<§ size or th© grade* The 

samples were usually cooled to 0° I** within 4 hours and 

were stored at this temperature* 

Experimental work started on the samples when they 
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were transferred from 0° I\ storage to the 34° P. room, 

tfhen the sample was  removed fyom 3^° F. storage 12 t© 1^ 

hows late? it still tended to be in a frozen block and was 

held one hour at room temperature before being turned out 

into a white inspection bowl and separated* 

Subiee^iveEy^luatipn 

fhe col©]?, sig©, and condition of the berries were 

noted., and they were scored under an arbitrary 10 point 

system* fhe estimation of quality was based Mainly on 

color and the nature of the defects, and on this account 

it stressed the subjective judgment of a person accustoiaed 

to evaluating berries for the preserving industry; Con*- 

taoination by extraneous matter and by apparent water were 

recorded in the possibility that these factors would cor- 

relate with objective readings* A group of 22 samples, 

besides being given this nu»erical scale, were scored under 

PMA grading rules by a committee composed of a professor of 

grading instruction, a graduate student who was undertaking 

other analytical work on these samples, and the author* 

As soon as they were thawed sufficiently the berries 

were blended in a HIP Juicer which removed seeds and large 

pieces of extraneous matter, fhe mixer xtas taken apart af- 

ter each sample was pureed and all material clinging to its 

sides was saved for that sample. Gare was taken to give 

all samples the same treatment? the rate of flow and 
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centrifugal speed (5000 r*p*m*) were constant* Each lot 

was stored in a covered glass -tuabler and its x^/eight was..^ 

noted* 

Analysis of the pur@e was initiated by letting the 

author's personal judgment check differences in the aroma, 

viscosity and appearance* ?Jhen©ir©r further analysis could 

not be carried on right away the material was returned to 

storage in the 0° F*. room* 

Evaluation of Processing Plants,, 

thso®  points were evaluated^ these being Washing$ 

Speed of Dumping.j and Inspection work. 

1* a?he washing evaluation/Was based upon the design < 

and action of the washer, considering also the water flow* - 

2% Speed of dcumplng berries into the vashes^as fudged 

by the unhurried motion of emptying out the flats/. She 

berries should have room enough to get doused in the water 

bath without riding partly out of the water and should lie 

only one deep on the inspection belt afterwards* 

3* Inspectionjsms aainly gauged by the numbei1 of women 

per dumper-1-!! or 12 are considered a fair average when all 

are working on the same belt* The attention they give to 

doing a perfect job is also included in this ratings This 

is a matter which is partly controlled by management. 

The criteria which helped to put a rating upon the 

washing processes were based upon an efficient berry 
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washing machine modelled on the Plclauchlan^ design, when 

fed with fruit at a rate within its capacity. Such ma«* 

chines vary in efficiency due to modifications in design 

and to the rate at which flats of berries are dumped into 

the washer* $he plants i?ere rated •under normal1 i?hen 

they had less than proper capacity in either of these two 

particulars as well as when they employed less than the 

usual number of women to serve as inspectors on the belt* 

the full score of 10 x7as given to berries which were 

all bright, well-colored but not darkened, firm and free 

from seediness, contained no obvious extraneous matter and 

fell within the size range of Ut*  to 5/8". ?he score of 

9 allowed slight unevenness of color, such as slight 

scorching on less than on© half of the berries. One piece 

of ealpc or leaf mi^it also be found. These lots were 

approximately grade A according to the PMA. grading system. 

fh© score of 8 was roughly equivalent to P1A grade B. 

It was allowed to be somewhat lower than grade B speeifica* 

tions for size and seediness and for unevenness or lightness 

of color, but was more strict on obvious extraneous matter, 

'' McLauchlan' washer? A power-driven cleaner into which 
the berries are dumped one crate*ful at a time. The berries 
land in water, travel under water sprays and over drainage 
bars before being discharged. 
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softness in character and general dark color. 

Samples scoring 7 points and lower were.rated as 

unacceptable for the ptarpos© of making high quality ps?®- 

serves. 

Soluble Solids and 

The Brlx reading was determined with a Bausch and Lomb 

hand refractometer soon after the puree had been prepared* 

When the soluble solids readings were checked the "day aft&r 

th© pure© had been put back into 0 F» storage no signifi- 

cant change was registered. The hand refractometer nras 

apparently not sensitive enough to detect one if there were 

any, When the pE readings (taken with a Beckman pi meter) 

were obtained under similar conditions a change in values 

was apparent* 

The free acidity of juices had been said not to change 

much in storage, and these reports led the writer to omit 

any re-check of the pH on the first fruit puree samples 

which he put into 0 F, storage overnight, That the pH 

readings were changing noticeably under these conditions 

can be inferred now from the consistent changes found in 

other data which are tied in with pH values. Appendix 

table 1 shows the actual pH values of samples of purae 

before and after storage for 24 hours at 35° F, and with 

the&apg listed th© comparable changes in percentage trans* 

mittance of light whioh they gave when checked in the 
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ttunetr on, Colorimeter. 

Obtaining the pE readings on the color extracts of 

ethyl alcohol of all the samples was an afterthought since 

it was thoughtlessly assumed at first that the values of 

pH of th© raw puree would not change under the gf for 1 

dilution caused by adding the ethyl alcohol* A third of 

the tests were made rjithout getting this reading and no 

interpolation has been attempted 'to bring the values of' the 

missing extract findings into line'with knom ones on the 

basis of their subsequent puree figures. Th© H"*" ion 

concentrations of the alcohol extracts were determined 

just before running the Lumetron tests* Whenever these 

extracts were stored at 0° F. overnight the pH and allied 

values, when re^cheekedj were found to have changed 

noticeably. 

In order to prepare a base for measuring the light 

transmittance of samples, 10 g of puree were weighed into 

a $0 ml* beaker and then an alcohol extraction was made by 

stirring in 25 ml* of 95% ethyl alcohol. A minimum of 10 

fflinutes In the alcohol was allowed for the extraction of 

the anthocyanin pigments. By then the pulp was tinged only 

a faint yellow* The material \ms  then filtered through 

coarse filter paper into a calibrated test tube. Since th© 

liquid which first came through the paper was sometimes 
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mieolorad. all test tubes were shakaix up before any readings 

\7ere takan in the Lmsetron instrument, 

?h© blwe-grean filter whieh had a principal wav© length 

of 490 milli-mierons was used in the Lumetron, Tho percent 

tranfiitnittanc© of light passing through, the extract was 

measured on the Lumetron dial after its needle had been 

set for lOOJJ transmittance with a standard blank (dis* 

tilled water)*. In addition* the 530 filter TOS triedg 

•since Kertesg (60) had found a peak maximum intensity 

betTOen these two wave lengths when testing anthocyanin 

pigments extracted from strawberries both by water and by 

ethanol. The readings obtained from the 530 filter proved 

to form a pasttern similar to that- aade by those from the 

490. These data are t© be found in Appendix fable 2* 

Th®  ttee intervals allowed between making the pure© 

and addiag the alchol for extraction were not standardized. 

Also-those times between the alcohol extraction and the 

start of filtering were not regulated, nor were the times 

for which the filtered extracts were kept before taking 

their readings in the Lumetron. This was in spite of the 

warning on this point given by Kertesz (6l) who claimed 

that one hour was needed for full extraction of color. It 

is not known whether large differences between such inter- 

vals of time have influenced the readings of the percent 

transraittance to a noticeable extent. However, for the 

rough preliminary purposes of this investigation that iijould 
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probably not be important* th®  pH of the ethanol itself 

and whatever buffering effect it may have had on the pmre© 

were not determined* 

Insect and Sediment Count 

A speedy and perhaps original way of extracting and 

counting insects was undertaken. From the start it gave 

results x^hich seemed satisfactory and almost no further 

modifications were introduced later, for example, in the 

first 10 samples examined there were found 23 thrips and 

parts of thrips of which 10 were In the transparent and 

almost invisible -nymph forratj 1 worm of length 1 m*  and 

therefore normally undetectable by other methods, 1 aphid9 

and 96 mites (non of ifhlch would have been detectable on 

filter paper)* 

A separatory funnel, 500 ml. sige, njas chosen to do 

the task usually done in a lUildman flask. This funnel was 

too small and narrow for best results but it'was adequate 

to illustrate the method* Dhlle using this equipment, a 

test for sediment also can be carried out with very little 

cost in time* 

100 ml* of the pure© was measured into the separatory 

funnel which was then filled to the top with air-free water 

(distilled or boiled). It was mixed together in this spe- 

cial ways' first it was stirred with a rocking and spinning 

motion for 1 minute and left swirling until settled, then 
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sv/irled again gently but without rocking. When the 

contents had settled, approximately 20 ml. were withdrawn 

through the fully opened stopcock and were run evenly onto 

coarse filter paper over a Buchner funnel under auction. 

This portion contained the heaviest sediment and repre- 

sented the dirt which had not been removed from the berries 

by the trashing procedures at the processing plant. 

It was necessary to resort to a mleroscope to detect 

the sediment particles on the filter paper. Sand and soil 

■were easily distlnguished»*sand by the angular shape of the 

particles—and were recorded separately* In a rough way 

soil particles were graded into two sigesf namely, above 

0*1 mm,  as seen under the microscope, and 'specks' which 

are below 0«1 am. under magnification. Any particle with 

size down to where it was barely visible to the naked ey© 

was cotmted as above 0.1 ami. when viewed under the micro* 

scope, although by actual free measurement these smaller 

ones were much less than the 0*1 mm* by which they i-jere 

listed. Soil particles of this size can be broken into 

Much smaller pieces j tiny fragments which had the ap~ 

pearanee of dust and were listed as •specks'* A count of 

all these smaller ones was made unless they were very 

numerous. Other extraneous matter was noted, but it was 

scarce. 

Approximately 10 ml. of light grade colorless mineral 

oil was transferred to the separatory funnel containing the 
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pulpj and sufficient previously^boiled, hot water was 

added to fill the funnel* The mixture was shaken vigor* 

ously for two minutes to get the oil in contact with all 

the pulp* When the liquid had become still it was swirled 

gently with the least agitation at just the speed to get 

all the jsulp to move but not to mix the layer of oil. It 

was allowed to settle again* .To withdraw the pulp the 

contents were started swirling slowly so that when the 

stopcock was opened the floating pulp formed a vortex down 

to the outlet. At intervals the run**off was stopped, hot 

water was added down the funnel sides, and swirling xuas 

restored to the speed where the pulp moved down the middle 

without involving any of the oil layer* On completion 
i 

little or no pulp was left under the oil. 

The oil was allowed to drain into a container for 

viewing under th© microscope* The hot water which rinsed 

down the inside of the funnel brought the level of liquid 

in the container to a convenient height for inicroseopic 

work* The container was of clear glass j rectangular<, 

about 3 by 5| inches inside and 2 inches deep. It contain- 

ed a grid of transparent lucite supported close to the 

surface* The grid was made from strips £ inch wide joined 

vertically to ma&e cells of the proper size to contain one 

field of the microscope under low power* These fields 

were approximately ^ inch squares* It seemed best to add 

water to the dish until the oil was just below the top of 
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this grid* In that way all the oil layer was raised with- 

in the grid framework* 

The insect dish was examined under a binocular micro- 

scop© at low power resting on white paper which reflected 

light through the bottom* The oll-^floated insects and in- 

sect parts were counted by their type where it was known. 

Many insects which would have escaped notice on filter 

paper could be recognised when floating freely in oil. 

For exaaple, the commonest creature to be found was the 

mite, a thing which is undetectable on a paper background 

at the magnifying power which is normal for searching for 

insects. The mites1 legs distinguished their transparent 

bodies from bubbles. The nymph stage of the thrips, whose 

transparent body is only revealed by its eyes when lying 

against filter paper, is outlined completely in the liquid. 

Minute gas bubbles frequently were found and they 

slowed down the recognition of Insects. Their prevention 

started with de-aerating the water used in the oil flo- 

tation and wash. When bubbles were numerous in the oil 

under the microscope surface-active materials were mixed 

in, and agents such as alcoholj gasoline, and petroleum 

ether were tried as a means to reduce their number. 

fo check the efficiency of insect removal from the 

pulp, tailings of waste pulp from a dozen samples were 

collected and treated with fresh oil. An average of only 

one insect or insect fragment was recovered each time from 
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3 such batches tested* On the seed portion which was 

discarded from the puree-making no check was run for the 

amount of  insects 9 sediment and mold which aust have 

stayed in with it. fhat has heeh a serious omissions for 

unless those two separated parts'show an agreement towards 

each other several methods which the author is advocating 

will have to be modified. 

^ 
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RESULTS 

Effects ofJleathgr 

Prior to the start of sampling on Hay 28 the weather 

had been favorable for producing clean, mold<*fyee straw- 

berries, and they were well developed except for a number 

of seedy berries and "cat-faces*^. The seedy condition 

was still common enough on June 15 that one processor5 

who ^as using PM4 In*plant Inspection,, was not able to 

keep his quality in grade 'A', the descriptions of 13 of 

the total 71 samples mentioned 'seediness' or were noted 

as having at least 3 cat-faces in a sample, fh© dates of 

harvest of these 13 samples were well spaced throughout 

the season,. They are tabulated in Table 1, 

The average Brix reading for these samples in Table 1 

was 10*31— 1.39. In describing the viscosity of the 

puree of these 13, 85% were called medium or thick while 

among all the remaining samples those with medium or thick 

puree made up 73$* 

There were spells of damaging hot weather which 

affected color in the period of June 3 to 6 and June 13 to 

19* A gr@ater~than-usttal portion of the fruit coming to 

"       3cat-facei  "Y firm, local area on the berry surface, 
somewhat shrivelled or flattened and having the appearance 
of undeveloped seed parts crowded together. 
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Table 1 

Sh© Relationship of Soluble Sqlids to 
In Samples loted as Seeder 

Sample 
lumber 

Date 
Processed 

42 6/2 

32 6/3 

111 6/4 

116 6/6 

108 6/7 

105 6/9 

110 6/9 

106 6/14 

43 6/15 

114 6/16 

34 6/19 

115 6/25 

113 6/27 

Sqlids to Vii 
i Seedjf 

icosity 

Percent 
Soluble 
Solids 

Subjeotive 
Viscosity- 
Rating 

9*50 thick 

10*00 medium to thin 

9*25 thick 

8*10 medium 

8,.,00 medium 

10*25 thick 

10*00 thick 

10*10 medium 

11.25 thick 

12*20 medium 

11*50 Very thick 

12*10 mediuai to thick 

11*75 laediust to thin 

Average Percent Soluble Solids reading 

Standard Deviation 

10.31 

1.39 
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th<3 plants bore an over-dark appearance on the approximate 

dates June 4 to 9 and June 14 to 21* Fourteen out of the 

23 samples which carried the description 'Mark* wes1© ob- 

tained on these dates* Their average percent transmittance 

in the lumetron was 16,70 ± 3*36* Shes© values are tabu- 

lated In fable 2» 

Severe rains occurred on Hay 30 and June 19* For 

several days afterwards the berries which were received in 

all the plants carried aaore aud than before* For the 7 

samples dated up to 5 days past each rain the sediment 

count averaged 28*3* However9  for practical purposes this 

is Identical with the average for the 44 samples checked, 

which was 29*0, Sufficient data hag not been gathered to 

establish a trend* 

?Jh©n mold TOS calculated on a basis of 9 days from 

the rain composing a single group and the figure repre- 

senting this was compared with counts taken on material 

gathered on the tenth day and laterj the scores are 9*0$ 

fields for those first 9 days and 4*3$ fields later* 

Factors, coqceraed .with processings Washing 

Washing methods in the factory were not always ade* 

quate to remove mud5 and this loss in ©ffieiency seemed to 

be due to one or the other of the two following causess (1) 

inadequate design of the washer, and (2) overloading the 

washer with berries. By taking special notice of these 
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Table 2 

A Coimparlson of P@rc©nt fransmittanee and Subjective 
Color Evaluation of 

Strawberries Darkened by Hot Weathay 

Sample Bat© Percent 
Transfflittance 
Filter 490 m^, 

Subjective 
Colo? Ivaluatioa 

116 6/6 15*1 dark to msditim 

29 6/9 20,5 dark, some scorched 

30 6/9 17*0 dk.j. sosi® overrip© 

110 6/9 17*0 md, dlu, 2 scorched 

38 6/14 16,0 dk., 2 slightly scorched 

41 6/14 11,0 dk., 2 or 3 scorched ' 

106 6/14 19*1 md. dk., 3 scorched 

43 6/15 12*0 md*. da?k to dark 

112 6/15 13.0 dk,, 1/3 scorched 

33 6/16 18,0 dk>, some scorched 

103 6/16 20.0 dark 

104 6/16 19,0 dark 

31 6/1? 14.0 dark 

16 6/19 22,2 uniformly dark 

Averag® Percent Transffllttance 16,70 

Standard Deviation 3*36 
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conditions the plants were  rated as "above normal", 

"normal" j, or "below noraal". li/hen grouped in this way 

th© berries had sediment eounta which averaged 16,3s  32">.ls 

and 44.5 respectively. These data are summarised in Tables 

3a, 3b „ and 3c • 

Faotora Concerned with Proeesaln^;  IESE0TS 

Insect populations cannot be reduced effectively by 

hand operations. Mechanical devices and washers are th© 

best meane available for removing them<, Their counts are 

listed %n  Tables 3a9 3b„ and 30. Insect populations 

counted per sample ranged from 406 representing the group 

of plants which had the beet processing conditions, to 

28o5 for th© group of poorest proeeseora. 7.5 was th© 

number for the group la between<> That these averages 

should have fallen into agreeasent with comparative ratings 

which were given to the efficiency of factories may be due 

simply to chance and not be affected by th© differences in 

©quipiaent and care. The extremely high counts were on 

mites5 and reduction of these has not been proved to b© 

affected -by any washing processes. 

Factors Ooncerned. with Processing;  MOLD 

Rainy x^eather has a great influence on the snoldiness 

of strawberries. About the 4th day after a rain moldy 

berries are likely to appear roost heavily among the 

Incoming fruit at the plants. This increase in moldiness 



fable 3a 

The Effect of Days Since Rain on 
Mold. Sediment and Insects 

in Plants Considered ABOVE NORMAL 

32 

Days 
Packers Sample Sine© 
Code Hwrrtber Date Rain Mold Sediment Insect 

A 2 5/30 0 0 6 7 
21 6/16 17 4 2 none 
22 6/16 17 4 5 2 
33 6/16 17 0 •»#• ■«#■• 

103 6/16 17 2 8 1 
104 6/16 17 4 4 none 

B | 5/31 1 10 10 10 
7 5/31 1 6 33 9 
19 6/10 11 6 70 3 
20 6/10 11 0 3 3 
30 6/9 10 2 *»«*' •W4* 

39 6/7 8 0 4»«ft •»«• 

108 6/7 8 14 6 none 
112 6/15 16 10 6 6 
121 6/10 11 2 40 4 

C 9 6/11 12 10 0 9 
• 118 6/il 12 0 30 8 

D 14 6/22 2 2 10 4 

E 25 6/9 10 8 28 8 

Averages 4,4 16.3 4.6 

Standard Deviation i 4.2 19.0 3.5 
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Table 3e 

ih© Effect of Days Since Bain on 
Mold5 Sediment and Insects 

in Plants Considered BEtCHJ IQHimi 

Packer's Sample Days 
sinee 

Code Ntombdr Date Eain Mold Sediment Insec 

I 3 5/28 «*» 6 150 3 
17 6/11 12 8 37 4 
2? 6/16 16 0 «M* «*«• 

3a 6/3 4 2 '*•*» -** 

H 12 6/4 5 16 17 17 
113 6/4 5 6 26 5 

0 13 6/21 2 32 19 16 
31 6/17 18 4 a>— atM 

120 6/13 14 10 9 none 

P 1 5/30 0 2 3 10 
6 5/30 0 6 80 2 

23 6/1 2 2 5 250 
25 6/9 10 10 91 none 
28 6/1 2 2 •»#» «•*• 

29 6/9 10 2 ••"■. «•«» 

38 6/14 15 2 «*«» awtM 

Q 110 6/9 10 6 47 

B 40 
114 

6/16 
6/16 

17 
17 

0 
10 22 5 

s 102 
116 

6/6 
6/6 

7 
7 

10 
22 

72 48 J 
Averages 7.5 44,5 23,4 

Standard Deviation 7,8 41.2 65#4 
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colored samples against 30% best liked ones among the 

darker, and by the percentage of those samples which had 

a rating of 7 and below (which were the least favored) 

being only 17 for the light ones but 27 for the dark. 

Howeverj for both of these categories of the author1^, 

personal grading and for that of the medium grade which 

came between them, the percent transmission measurements 

on the Lumetron averaged out almost equal to each other. 

These results are recorded in Table 4a, Table 4b, and 

Table 4c. 

Production and Marketing Administration Type Hatin|g 

Of the 22 samples surainarized in Table 5, 4 received 

"A", 9 received "B% and 9 graded "D", or substandard, 

when graded under PM rules. Lack of uniformity of color 

was the reason why 7 out of the 9 samples which failed to 

make above "D" grade were disqualified. These substandard 

samples have been listed again in Table 6 to emphasize the 

differences which can accompany personal decisions. Under 

the author's own system of grading, which was done at the 

same time, one of the nine was chosen to be better than 

average, 4 were given the intermediate rating with points 

less than 9 but over 7.5j and only 4 were rated down in 

the same general substandard region. The basis upon which 

the author's evaluation was founded is partly indicated by 

the descriptive wording which accompanies them. 
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Table 4a 

Transmittanee Values of Whole Strawberries 
rated 9 points or above 

Descriptive Group * Light to Mediuai (16 out of 41 light 
sample S'*«39^) 

Author's 
Rating 

9,5 
9*0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Sample Percent 
lumber fransmittance 

3 27*0 
14 24.0 
21 25.2 
24 19.0 
25 18,9 
35 19,3 
36 18.0 
39 30,0 
£2 27*0 
45 31*0 
48 35*0 
49 31*0 
101 23.0 
102 23*0 
118 22*0 

Average 24,9 
Standard Deviation %2 

Descriptive Group - Hed to Dark (9 out of the 30 dark 
sample 3**30/1) 

10^0 
9A-0 . 
9*0 
9*0 
9*0 
9(*0 
9^0 
9,*0 
9*0 

9*1 
0*3 

4 21*5 
15 18*2 
19 17*5 
29 20.5 
33 18.0 
37 18*0 
103 20*0 
104 19*0 
110 17*0 

Average 18.9 
Standard Deviation 1.5 

Total Xiumetron average 
Standard Deviation 

Total 
^2.6 Author's Rating 9*^ 
5*1 0.2 
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Transraittance Values of Whole Strawberries 
rated under 9 and over 7»5 points 

Descriptive Group * Light (18 out of the 41 light 
s ample s-«-43$) 

38 

Sample Percent Author1s 
tumber Transaittance Hating 

1 28.0 8*0 

? 31.5 8.0 
6 37.5 8.0 
7 27.3 8*0 
8 28*0 8.5 
9 16.0 8.5 

11 28,0 8*5 
18 31.2 8.5 
22 27*0 8.5 
26 24*0 8.5 
28 32*9 8*0 
32 34*0 8*0 
40 44.0 8*5 
44 24i0 8,0 
105 25.0 8.5 
107 21.5 8*0 
119 27*3 8*0 

Average 28 i 7 8*2 
Standard Deviation 6*4 0.3 

Deseriptiv e Group * Dark (13 out of 
$amples**44$) 

the 30 dark 

10 14.5 8;5 
13 15*0 8*5 
16 22i2 8*5 
17 19*5 8;5 
20 27.1 8*5 
31 14*0 8*5 
38 16*0 8*0 
109 23 i 6 8;5 
115 15*1 8*0 
120 10*3 8*5 
121 15*6 8*0 
122 17.2 8*5 

Average 17.5 8*4 
Standard Deviation 4«7 Total 0,,2 
Luaetron Average 
Standard Deviation 

2t«2 Author' 
o,. 0 s Rating 8.3 

0.2 
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Table 4c 

Transmittance Values of Samples of Whol© Strawberries 
rated 7*5 or less 

Descriptive Group Light    (7 out of the 41 light 
samples-^rW 

Sample Percent 
lumber Transmittance 

2 30,0 
34 51.. 0 
46 49,0 
108 23*5 
111 32»0 
113 26*5 
114 l6j»2 

Average 32,6 
Standard Deviation 12.9 

Descriptive Group * Dark    (8 out of the 30 dark 
sarapl©src*27^) 

30 17*0 
41 11.0 
43 12.0 
47 16.0 
106 19*1 
112 13.0 
116 9.7 

Average 14,0 
Standard Deviation 3.4 

Author's 
Rating 

5*0 
7*0 
6,0 
7.5 
7.0 
7.5 
7.0 

6.7 
0,9 

7.0 
7.0 
7.0 
5*0 
7*5 
7.5 
7.5 

6.9 
0*9 

Total Lumetron Average 23.3 Total Author* s Hating 
Standard Deviation    13*3 

6,8 

0.9 
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Table $ 

Comparison of PM Type Grades with Author's Rating 

Sample 
lumbar 

PM Type 
Grade Features Affecting Grade 

Author's 
Rating 

29 A. color Just within grad& 9.0 

33 k 9.0 

35 k color $vist within grade 9.0 

44 k 8.0 

31 B color and character 8.5 

36 B color and character 9,0 

3? B colors defectsj character 9.0 

39 B uneven color 9.0 

42 B color and character 9.0 

43 B defects and character 7.0 

47 B defects and character 5*0 

48 B color and character 9.0 

49 B character 9.0 

28 D uneven color 8.0 

30 t> imeven color 7*0 

32 D uneven color 8.0 

34 t> color and character 7*0 

38 D uneven color 8*0 

40 D uneven color (B for defects.) 8*5 

41 D uneven color 7*0 

45 r> defects 9.0 

46 B character (B for color) 6.0 
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Tabl© 6 

Discrepancies between Grading Systems 

SWBSTAKDAEP SAMPLES—PM Type Grad© "D" 

Sample 
lumber 

45 

40 

28 

32 

38 

30 

34 

41 

46 

Dockage Factor 
Under PM 

Author* s 
Grading 

Points' 

defects . 9.0 

color 8.5- 

tmeiren color 8.0 

color uneven 8.0 

color 8.0 

color differences 7.0 

color, character 7.0 

color 7*0 

character 6.0 

Basis for Author's 
Evaluation. 

mediupii-lightf no defects 

light| 2  sepalsg 2 mushy 

mediura*'light| some greea 

cat*faces 

dark 

oirerripes and soft5 culls 

light,greenish?sort-outs 

dark$ grass blade 

very li^tt* all pink to 
greeng sort-outs 

PMA lype Grade «*BM SAMPISS RBCEIViHG KM Mfim 
BY Authorfs System 

43   defects, character 7.0 

47   defects5 character 5»0 

4 cat-»faees, 5 softies, 
sloppy, dark color 

soft and brokenf 2 
stemsj dark and 10% 
scorched § slsse under 
5/8 inch. 
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The most discrepancy between the two systems Is shoim 

by sample 4f? which received grade "D" (PM type) on account 

of defects but tms given a rating of 9 points in the 

author's evaluation and was noted as having "no defects"* 

The defects, apparently, were judged not to be the kind 

which would appear as blemishes in preserve making. The 

two samples (43 and 47) which scored low in the' author^ 

evaluation but which graded well under PM& rules carried 

remarks of "soft", "sloppy", and "ssall size". 

Subjective Color and Transmlttance 

Motes on the color of the whole berries which w©r© 

made at the time of thawing out the sample have been used 

to divide the samples into 3 categories under the headings 

light, intermediate (or indeterminate), and dark. These 

findings are presented in Tables 73, 7b$ and 7c. 

Although at the time of the examination such a listing 

was not planned, the descriptions based on these notes have 

rarely turhed out at variance with the readings in the 

Lumetron. In a few instances wordings caused the sample to 

be rated as neutral when the transmission value given by 

the Lumetron placed it emphatically elsewhere. For 

instance, sample number 6, which fell into the intermediate 

group, had a very high transmission value. Other ones in 

this group which had unusually low readings were numbers 

9, 10, and 114. Number 35 is the only sample which seems 
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Table 7& 

RBIATIOHSHIP BEflEBM COM OP MOLE BERRIES 
ADD AROIA OF THE PUREE 

Section As HQffl  COLOR GROUP 

Sample Percent   Term describing 
luabei' Hotes on color    Transmittance  the Aroma 

2 

8 

11 

18 

22 

24 

28 

32 

34 

3? 

39 

40 

42 

45 

46 

48 

49 

m 
117 

light& tending unripe 

generally light 

generally light 

fairly light9 good 

fairly light, uneven 

light, fair 

medium-light, greenish 

medium-light, uneven 

light, many greenish 

aedium-light, some darker 19*3° mild, fresh 

light, 3 almost white   30*0 good, pleasant 

28,0 norsaa 19 fa irly full 

28.0 normal, feeble 

31*2 jtaint but normal 

27*0 normal, feeble 

49*0 

32*9 feeble 

34*0 medium fresh 

51*0 faint, stemay 

light 

light, 3 green-tipped 

medium-light, 1 light 

all light 

light-mediumj 2 darkish 

44,0 mild, sweet 

27.0 light 

31*0 fairly strong 

49*0 steramy, haylike 

35*0 greenish, pleasant 

m©dium*lightj 2 v;' light • ■ 31*0' ifiat', ■ faint 
light§ 4 v» lightj 3 dark 32*0 faint, not pleasant 

lightj none scorched 

Average 
Standard Deviation 

33*8 
8.7 

faint, fresh, 
pleasant 
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Table 7b 

II2EHMEP1ME CQLOB GROUP 

Sample 
Humber 

1 
3 
4 

I 
7 
9 
10 
14 
15 
19 

20 
21 2I 26 
36 
44 

101 
102 
105 

107 

108 

109 

113 

114 
118 

Notes on color 
Percent 

Transraittanee 
Teria describing 

the Arotta 

mostly ripe, variable 
fine even red 
fine deep red 
fairly good, overripe 
fairly good but variable 
uneven, a few scorched 
fairly good 
fairly good,-a few dark 
not tinifornij 3*4 scorched 
uniform, 2 small scorched 
bright red, 2 scorched 

bright red, 1 scorched 
fair, slightly light 
fair, a few scorched 
fair, a f6w scorched 
medium-light, 2 scorched 
medium, even and good 

medium, 
good, 1 
medium, 

medium,* 

medium, 

dark| 3 

medium, 

medium, 
medium, 

4 half-scorched 
scorch, 2 greenish 
no overripes 

3 scorch, 1 yellow 

5 scorch, 6 yellow 

pink, 1 gr©en*end 

3 or 4 -scorched 

4 scorched 
very even 

28*0 
27 ♦O 

31*5 
37*5 
27*3 
16*0 
14*5 
24.0 
18.2 
17*5 

27*1 
25*2 
18.9 
24.0 
18.0 
24.0 

23.0 
23*0 
25*0 

21.5 

23*7" 

23-6 

26,5 

16.2 
22*0 

119  medium, 3 yellow, 5 scotch  27*3 

normal,med»*5 
slight, immature 
normaljnot strong 
slight 

strong, slight. sM&j 
normal, mild „ .*.. 
normal- 
normal, full and 
strong 
nor ma 1, f r e sh, f aant 
normal, med.*de©f) 
normal,med.-deep 

normal, good 
bright, faint, • 
light 
fresh,med.-strong 
fairly strong 
strong, slight 
stemmy 
pleasant, slight 
stemmy 
faint, green, 
stemmy 
pleasant,fairly 
strong 
stemmy, sickly, 
dull 
off-flavor 
fresh, .pleasant, 
good 
odd, sickly, 
fresh 

Average 
Standard Deviation 

23.4 
5*1 
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Table 7c 

Section Cs DARK COLOR GROW 

Sampl® 
Sfumber 

Percent 
Notes on color  Transmlttahe© 

Term describing 
the Aroma 

13 dark* 4*5 scorched 15*0 

16 mlfomly dark-^^too dark 22.2 " sweet$ not sickly 

1? fairly dark, 2 lightish 19^5 normal,not sickly 

29 dark, some scorched 20*5 slightly sickly 

30 dark* some overripes 17*0 ran?5 fresh 

31 dark^: uniform 14*0 normal $, sow-s ickly 

33 dark, some scorched 18*0 medium* mature 

37 darkHneditam 18*0 fresh, raw 

38 dark, 2 slightly scorched 16^0 sweet* strong 

41 dax-k, 2*'3 scorched 11*0 swett-sicklyjdwll 

43 medium-dark to dark 12*0 dull* sweet .■ 

47 dark^ 10% scorched 16*0 dull*sickly* off 

103 dark^ no variation 20i0 fresh,fairly light 

104 dark^ some less dark 19*0 pleasant* strong 

106 medium-dark, 3 scorched 19*1 sickly-sweet,strong 

110 aeditam*dark| 2 scorched 17i0 sickly* stsyaei 

112 dark5one third scorched 13*0 dull, purak 

115 medium to dark 15a sickly        f 

116 , dark to medium 9*7 sickly*slightly dull 

120 mediwa*dark, 3 scorched 10*3 strong,slightly odd 

121 dark,4 scorched, 2 grem 15*6 strongish,not sickly 

122 dark except 2 yellows 17*2 sweet*only sliSidfly 

Average 
Standard Deviation 

16*1 
3*4 
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to hav© fallen completely out of place into the contra- 

dictory category by being in the light group through its 

wording and in the dark group through its Lumetron reading. 

The 19 samples of whole berries which were described 

as light in color gave transmittanee readings which fell 

into the range of 19*0$ to 51P0%V  with an average of 33.8$ 

and standard deviation of 8*7^« There were 22 samples 

with a description suggesting darkness in the colors and 

their range ran from 9»7^ to 22*2% in transmittance, with 

an average of 16.1$ and standard deviation of 3.4$* 

According to the wording, 27 samples had the intermediate 

shade but it was one which often9 due to laxity in de- 

script lonj was really an indeterminate one. Their range 

ran from 14.5$ to 37*5$ and averaged 23*4$ with standard 

deviation of 5.1$. 

Subjective Color and Aroma 

It should be pointed out that differences in aroma 

are clearly distinguishable and therefore they can be 

classified* The words used to describe aroma in this 

report9 when listed alongside the subjective color ratings, 

were found to fall into similar groups. Such descriptlv© 

terms as "faint", "fresh", and "stemffly" fell with the 

light color category. Such terms as "normal"s "medium", 

and "pleasant" fell with th© intermediate color group. 

Such terms as "strong", "dull", "sweet", and "sickly" fell 
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in the dark colored group* 

In fable 7a, 14 of the 17  samples which fell into the 

"light" category (82$) had descriptions of aroma which 

suggested "faint" or "fresh", 2 were "normal" or "pleasant", 

and 1 was  "fairly strong"*. In the intermediate color 

group 13 samples (59$) had aromas which followed the 

"normal«pleasant" pattern, 5 were "faint or injmatur©"., and 

4 were "strong" or "sickly". Of the 22 aromas which fell 

into the dark color group, 16 (73$) &&& wording indicating- 

"strong" or "sickly-sweet", while 3 were "fresh-raw", and. 

3 were "normal-pleasant",, From this table it can be seen 

that the wording of the aroma sometimes placed a sample 

into more than one category. For example, samples 113 &fid 

119 each combine two extremes of the aroma pattern sine© 

they are described as having a "fresh and stesamy" aroma as 

well as being "sickly and odd"* In such instances the 

notes describing color offer the clue that the samples 

contained both iamature and overmature berries* This 

information had been concealed in the Luraetron readings 

through the blending of the color differences. 

When all the verbal descriptions of aroma were 

brought together under their 3 headings in Table 8, 21 of 

the "fresh-raw" aroma category showed an average percent 

transmittance in the Lumetron of 30.0,^ 9.2, 18 of the 

"normal-pleasant" aroma category showed 23.2$, ± 5.1, and 

21 of the "strong-sickly" aroma category showed 17.1$ , 
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fable 8 

THE AROMAS GBOWED WITS THE COLOB CATEGORIES 

»FRESH-RAW« « 'lORMALoPLKASAOT" "STROMG-SICKT.Y" 
group group group 

Transmlttance Transmittanc© " Transmittanc© 
percent percent percent 

28.0 28.0 LIGHT 31.0 LIGHT 
31.2 30.0 COLOR 
27.0 
32.9 
34.0 14.5 
51.0 21,5 23.0 S3ED1UM 
19.3 LIGHf COLOR 37.5 26.5 
44.0 24.0 16.2 
27.0 18.2 
49.0 17.5 

27.1 31.0 
35.0 25.2 MEDIUM 22,2 
32.0 18.9 

18.0 
23.0 
25.0 

COLOR 20.5 
14,0 
16.0 
11.0 

31.5 21*5 12.0 
27.3 22.0 16.0 
24.0 MEDIUM COLOB 19.0 DARK 
23.7 19*1 
27.3 17.0 

.13*0 19.5 
18.0 DARI COLOR 15.1, . 

9.7 23.6 
17.0 
18.0 

10.3 
DARK COLOR 15.6-- 

20,0 17.2 

Average 
30.0 23.2 17.1 

Standard Deviation 
9.2 5.1 5.3 
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±5»3» These figures compare with 33*B%,±&>7,  23*4^ =*= 5*1 

and l6f2^s
::^ 3j49 the corresponding averages of the 

subjective ratings of color along, 

ssity 

An estimate of viscosity, i^hich provided a comparison 

between the flow strengths of the puree lots5 was made for 

43 samples, $1% were classified as thick, 21% were thin* 

and 2B% were rated "in between"♦ The average Brix reading 

of the viscosities marked thick \ms  10.28®±1#1, that of 

those called medium viscosity was 9«7609±1»4, and that of 

the thin viscosity was 9«560,dri,i# These data are to be 

found in Table 9# 

Soluble Solids and Percent Transmittance 

When plotted on graph paper these data show no 

clustering into a curve which would indicate that the 

higher Brix readings carry lower transmittanee. 

Excels, Water, .and Softness 

In only four plants was the water-drip which aceompan* 

led the fruit over the end of the belt noted as considerable. 

The average reading for soluble solids in the 16 samples 

representing these plants was 9«70 Brix, compared to the 

over-all average of 9.77° Brix. 

Expressions such as "soft" or "juicy" sometimes appesa** 

ed in the descriptions of the freshly thawed berries* 
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Table 9 

The Soluble Solids of Strawberries Groupefl 
as to the Viscosities of their Purees 

THICK MBDJTM THIN 

Sarapl© Percent Sample 
HtuoJoer 

Degrees 
Nmabes* Soluble Brix 

Solids 

49 
10? 

8.00 
8.50 

.   119 
108 

7*75 
8*00 

46 9.10 116 8*10 
102 9*25 101 9*00 
111 9*25 40 9.25 
42 9.50 45 10*00 

109 9*60 112 10.00 
118 9*75 41 10*10 

10 10*00 106 10.10 
110 10.00 36 10*50 
24 10.25 115 12*10 

105 
48 

10*25 
10.50 

114 12,20 

120 10.50 
4? 11.00 
43 11.25 
44 11.25 

103 11*25 
3^ 11.50 

121 11.60 
104 11.70 
33 12.25 

Sample 
lumber 

39 
11 
30 
11? 
26 
122 
32 
38 

113 

Degrees 
Brix 

8.25 
8.50 
8.80 
8.85 
9*50 
9*75 

10.00 
10.60 
11.75 

Average 
10.28 

Standard Deviation 
1.12 

9.76 

1.45 

9.56 

1.12 
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Twenty samples rated in this category are listed in Table 

10. These 20 samples had an average soluble solids content 

of 10,180,± 1.41 compared to the average for all samples of 

9.770j±X*$7» Furthermore this group formed purees which 

graded "thick" in viscosity in 12 out of 19 samples? or 

<<>. 
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Table 10 

Soluble Solids and Subjectiv© Viscosity Ratings 
of Samples Boted as Juicy or Soft 

Sample 
lumber Conditions i noted 

Degrees 
Brix 

Subjective 
Yiseosity Bating 

33 water and juice 12.25 fairly heavy 

37 watery 8.50 

40 2 berries mushy 9.25 medium 

43 sloppy 11*25 thick 

4? soft 11*00 thick 

101 juicy 9.00 medium 

102 juicy 9*25 medium thick 

103 juicy 11*25 thick 

104 juicy 11.70 Very thick 

107 juicy 8.50 medium thick 

108 juicy 8.00 medium 

109 juicy 9*60 thick 

112 juicy 10.00 medium 

114 very soft) also seedy 12.20 medium 

115 fairly juicy, 3 seedy 12.10 medium thick 

116 soft) fairly juicy 8.10 medium 

118 flabby, juicy 9*75 thick 

120 several flabby, juicy 10.50 thick 

121 a quarter flabby 11*60 very thick 

1?2 third were i sloppy* juicy 9.75 thinnlsh 

Average 
Standard Deviation 

10.18 
1.41 
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DISCUSSIOK 

The purpose of this research has been to explore 

quick9 objective ways of determining the quality of straw* 

berries for aanufacture in order to replace or to supple- 

ment decisions based upon subjective evaluation* At 

present the only official ii/ay of grading is by the Grade 

standards of the Production and Marketing Administration, ' 

Apparently the MA criteria are based upon the viewpoint 

of the consumer (usually the housewife) at retail level. 

Furthermore the official judgment is founded upon those 

physical considerations which are readily visible. It also 

omits the two broad categories of internal soluble contents 

and of contamination by material t7hich is virtually in- 

visible to the naked eye. These are important in manu- 

facture* 

The data from these studies illustrate that grading 

and making decisions based upon personal opinion are 

subject to human error and bias* A definite disagreement 

showed up in 3 out of the 22 cases where the classification 

given by a committee working under grade rules followed 

that given by a separate arbitrary grader. One of these 

samples received a rating of grade "B" under the PM rules 

when it tiras made up entirely of culls* The berries in the 

sample had been selected out as waste either by the ma- 

chinery or by the crew of inspection women* Under the 
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author's system of grading of berries for manufacture this 

sample was classified as unacceptable due to smaj^L size^ 

dark color> and soft condition* 

The counts on sediment and moldj and to a smaller ex- 

tent those on insects, which are factors which reflect th© 

working conditions within the plants, can be relied upon 

to be fairly typical of such readings, and they should b© 

applicable to subsequent tests made in future years* She 

readings which were more strongly affected by weathsr9 as 

for example the values obtained for soluble solids and for 

colors are less likely to conform to those of other seasons* 

The weather for the period represented here was of the dry 

and very SUMQT type. 

Several requirements must accompany any new tests to 

make them acceptable* Speed is one of the most important 

features that a test should have since it will be necessary 

to handle large groups of samples during periods of heavy 

production. It was the author's aim to secure numerical 

ratings of characteristics of an individual sample in a 

short time, preferably in less than 10 minutes* To secure 

the readings for the subsequent members of a group of 

samples might take only a fraction of that time. 

Cost is another requisite. A piece of equipment, if 

recommended, should be available at a price which will not 

appear ©xcessiv© to a small processor* Of the instruments 

used in this paper the most expensive was, perhaps § the 
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Lumetron colorimetesyv At a cost of $150*.00 it would prob*- 

ably be used extensively without much complaint considering 

its possible further adaptability for arbitrating the 

degre© of ripeness with the grower«? Still another need is 

that the process be simple enough that a supervisor- can 

readily train an operator* 

Th© author x^as not successful in putting all the 

results on &  numerical basis* He was not able to eliminate 

all the subjective decisions^ in fact the item of aroma was 

brought forth as a new consideration* The results which 

have been obtained show that it will be possible som© day 

to fix for most of the important qualities a range of 

figures which xvill be precise ehough to represent a de* 

scription* That decision is as far as we are able to go 

with confidence at present* 

In order that figures obtained from the methods intro* 

duced by this paper are to be able to stand comparison with 

each othex* when obtained in the laboratories of different 

proeessing plants,- the procedures Upon which they are based 

must be standardised* All the equipment raust turn out re- 

sults which ar© uniform* The analytical processes must be 

carried out under standard conditions as to time and 

mechanical speed* 

For checking contamination with dirt and minute 

insects positive answers have been obtained both through 

the devising of laboratory methods and through indicating 
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the selectivity which these methods reveal towards rating 

the washing techniques of the factories* The Xaboratofy 

proeedtare for isolating dirt particles prior to counting 

them dovetails with that needed for separating the insects 

from the sample. 

Th© separatory funnel used for these determinations 

should have a capacity pf at least 1 litre, and it should 

have a shape which is stubbier and nore bellied out than 

the standard chemical model In order t© allow th© easiest 

aovement up and down for floating particles. Its top 

should be of the close-fitting9  insert type and should have 

a solidj level base which can exclude air as it is fitted 

down onto liquid. The outlet tube and its stopcock should 

be of generous capacity* Unless a method of separating the 

seeds has been used$ as has been done here by pureeing, the 

heavy portion from th© funnel will have to be screened 

again in some -way in order to separate dirt from seed* 

The dirt is virtually invisible except under the raicro- 

scope* A system of counting particles is suggested for 

grading purposes. However factors such as what evaluation 

ought to be put on particles of sand which stay whole§ as 

against particles of soil which form fragments5 will have 

to undergo more study* 

The insects which ?<;ere obtained in these tests were 

small. In the processing of strawberrie-Sj larger Insects 

are rarely left on, and they could not go through the 
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screen of a. puree machine in any case* Fragments of the 

larger types were rarely seen, but two or three small TOMBS* 

one or two millimeters long, were found, and they would 

have escaped attention under routine inspection* Although 

this procedure, which stresses free visibility, under the 

microscope has merit, other considerations indicate that 

there should be a change in the process to let all insects 

stay in the pulp to be extracted by oil. the detection of 

"particles of soil also indicate that a similar change is 

needed. Comparative trials might in future be made with an 

instrument similar to & Waring blender as well as with the 

puree machine* 

When counting the insects a sure method for avoiding 

bubbles in the oil was not found* Many lots of oil wetfe so 

clear of distracting particles such as bubbles that the 

insects could be counted in them accurately in less than 

two minutes, but other samples were so bubbly that insect 

detection was tiresome. Bubbles could lead to error in 

counting dead mites which they resemble.. The grid itself 

may have been responsible for including some bubbles. It 

was never determined whether it was best to lay the grid in 

the dish of oil before or after the layer of oil was raised 

to its height within the grid framework. Hor t7as it 

determined whether tapping the grid was effective in dis- 

lodging attached bubbles and particles. 

Generally a note was made to record those in the 
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bubbly state in the expectation that this condition would 

prove to be linked with overripeness or excessive mold. 

Evidence does lean in favor of moldiness? and overripeness 

adding to this condition* One of the worst cases appeared 

in a puree which had been stored for 48 hours at 36° F. 

Another sample (No* 8) which had the highest mold count 

also had more than 50 living mites. The simple precaution 

of boiling the sample before starting the oil extraction 

was omitted, and similarly no check was taken to see 

whether a change in the temperature of the liquid in the 

observation dish was contributing to formation of bubbles. 

The problem of mold determination is very much like 

that already solved for tomato puree* No other suggestions 

are offered. An acceptable maxifflum number of positive mold 

fields might some day b© allowed by the federal control 

authorities* 

The Lumetron colorimeter will measure changes in color 

intensity reliably, and is especially sensitive to the 

degree of redness. The color had to be extracted first 

from the pulp. Doing this by alcohol seemed more simple 

than by using a centrifuge* Alcohol gave clearer solutions 

and ones which showed an increased rang© of color intensity. 

This process also saves the cost of the centrifuge needed 

for the water method* 

Wo other way of determining color was tried. In 

parallel research and in using other equipment Shah <5y) 
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was able to utilize the puree without extraction$ and 

probably he could save time that way. The use of the 

spectrophotometer was considered but the lack of simplicity 

of operation and expense v/ere against its adoption* 

Groupings of color fall quite readily into the three 

classifications chosen* loticeable differences show up 

between samples in color, in aroma, and to a small extent 

in average soluble solids. The type tvhich was called 

"intermediate" is probably the closest to the ideal con- 

dition which all utilizers of strawberries for manufacture 

desire. It has a characteristic flavor and on© which is 

always pleasant unless its color rating happened to be a 

balanced blend of the light and dark extremes* She average 

of its transaittance readings was 23.4^|± *>.l at 490 

millimicrons. 

Manufacturers who want fruit on the lighter colored 

side iirould probably specify a type which came as close as 

possible to this reading. Others who like a dark*appearing 

type would specify in the same way but from the opposite 

side of the scale. Th© averages of the light and dark 

colored groups, then, 33.8$ ,^ 8*7 and 16.1$, ±  3*4, 

would not at all be representative for these particular 

purposes. This state of affairs Indicates the need to 

undertake a consumer-acceptance study and to tie it sta- 

tistically to a numerical rating. 

The important feature of relating the degrees Brix 
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(or soluble solids,, or sugar content) to data on free 

acidity and depth of color, has not been studied in this 

work* When the readings of degrees Brlsrwere plotted on 

graph paper against either of these fsctors the points 

were too scattered to represent a trend* The amount of 

soluble solids is apparently influenced by conditions 

which conflict with one another* 

lo mention of aroma was found in the literature* 

Sometimes airtight containers of frozen strawberriesj when 

opened for inspection, were noticed to carry a strongj 

unpleasant odor even while frozen solid* This odor is 

probably linked to the author's "unpleasant*sickly" 

grouping* Then the degrees Btix and the aroma might be 

useful considerations in future studies which link these 

analyses with consumer preference* 
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swmm Am comwsKms 

.1,    Except in analytical and detailed processes ther© 

was little published literature on methods of measuring 

quality in fruit and fruit products, -Most of the physical 

methods of examination are recent and had not been reported 

upon at the time of the research* 

2*    All the strawberry packing plants in the i7i:ilamette 

Valley area of Oregon and a few in Washington were visited, 

Those from which samples were dravm were critically sur- 

veyed as to operation and sanitary conditions* 

3. failings in the interpretations made under the PMA 

grading system for strawberries are indicated* Due to their 

subjective basis9  these ©valuations and the author's own 

subjective evaluations disagree with each other strongly 

at times. Both show disagreement with the irapersonal 

ratings applied her©* 

4. A device for viewing insects under the microscope 

has been introduced. It allows lainute creatures to be 

inspected in their free un-cramped shape while in liquid* 

This makes them more visible and recognigable thdn when 

searched for on filter paper* 

5* Color data I'rfilch were obtained by subjective and 

objective methods ? and aroma which was obtained by sub-» 

jective methods9  were grouped into three categories for 

better comparison. The light colored group had an average 
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of 33«>8$5i 8.7 transmittanae, the intermediate g^oup had 

one of 23.4^$ ^ !?*1$ and the dark colored gsroup had 16.1^, 

i 3.4. Color, whether iaeasured subjectiveiy or by 

photometer tjas rather closely related to aroma. 

6, The nineteen factories were rated oft the equipment 

used and on the quality of work done. Based upon the 

criteria used three categories were fortoed and fos? these 

the average counts of moldj sediment and insects we^e 

obtained.. In the order ^above-normal", "normal", "below* 

normal1** the mold count averaged 4.4, ± 4.2, 7*0, =fc 9.2, 

7.5$ =*=■ 7.8$ the sediment count ran 16.3,±  19.0, 32.1,±30.Q, 

44.5, =*= 41.2j and the insect count 4.6, ± 3.5> 6.9, ± 13.3, 

23.4, =t 65.4* 

7. The defects of watery condition and softness* 

after*thawing were not revealed in the readings of degrees 

Brix. 
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Appendix fable 1 

Changes in the pH and in the Percent Transmittanc© 
of Light in Purees Held .Overnlglit 

at M& F 

Freshly Tested 

Sample Huaiber pH Percent fransmittance 

34 3.48 51.0 

3$ 3.36 19.3 

36 3.46 18*0 

37 3.40 18*0 

Held Overnight 

Sampl© Mumber pH Percent Transmittanc© 

34 3.18 53.0 

35 3*04 20.5 

36 3.26 20.0 

37 3.25 18.2 
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Appendix Table 2 

Peccant fransmittance Headings of the Sam© Sample 
TJnder Filters of Different Wave Lengths 

Filter Hating 

Sample lumber pH 

490 ay 
Percent 

Transmlttanc©    Trj 

530 mp 
Percent 
ansmittane 

4 4.^6 23*2 23.1 

42 2.38 6.5 6.1 

4$ 3,11 6.8 6.6 

46 3.76 32.0 33.3 

46 3.81 35.5 35.6 

47 3.96 7.5 7.2 

48 4#43 32.8 32.5 

49 4*14 12.8 12.4 




